
Sympathy Double-Pocket Card 
        by Phyllis Shepherd, Independent Stampin’ UP!® demonstrator 

 

 
 
 
papers 
Lemon Lime Twist Cardstock - #144245 
Very Vanilla Cardstock - #101650 
Painted Autumn Designer Series Paper - #144613 
 
accessories/adhesives/ink pads/scissor/punches 
Snail Adhesive - #104332 
Stampin’ Dimensionals - #104430 
Bone Folder - #102300 
Simply Scored Scoring Tool - #122334 
Stampin’ Trimmer - #126889 
Paper Snips - #103579 
Paper Piercing Tool - #126189 
Lemon Lime Twist Ink Pad - #144086 
Cajun Craze Ink Pad - #126965 
Daisy Punch - #143713 
Scalloped Tag Topper - #133324 
Decorative Ribbon Border - #143721 
Faceted Gems in gold - #144141 
¼” Ombre Ribbon in Lemon Lime Twist - #144234 
Grid Paper - #130148 
 
stamp sets 
Daisy Delight - #143669 
Rose Wonder - #140697 

 
Directions  
Base card: Painted Autumn Designer Series Paper (a different pattern was used so you could tell which ones were for 
preparing the card) – cut to 8 ½” x 11”, scored at 4 ¼” on the SHORT side and 5 ½” on the LONG side 
 

 



   
Turn your designer paper to the side that will be least prominent in the card. Place in the corner of your Grid Paper. 
Draw a mark on 4” on each side of the corner. Turn your paper 180⁰ and do the same to the other corner. 
 

 
Place the designer paper on your Stampin’ Trimmer and line up the marks you drew and score. Do the same on the 
other flap. 
 

 
Fold the flaps in.  
 

 
Fold the card in half.  
 

      
And, then in half again so it looks like these photos. The second photo is of the inside. 



 
Decorative Ribbon Border for front: Very Vanilla Cardstock – 1 ¼” x 6”, punch it out and save the strip of leftover 
cardstock. Run adhesive down the inside of the front flap. Adhere the ribbon punched strip. Place a small amount of 
adhesive on the leftover strip and place on top of the punched out ribbon on the inside so that your adhesive will not 
seal the flap closed when you close the card. 
 

  Place adhesive between the two smaller bottom openings and seal. 
 
Front panel saying:  
Very Vanilla Cardstock – 1” x 4 ¼” 
Painted Autumn Designer Series Paper – 1 3/8” x 4 ¼” 
Stamp ‘with sympathy’ in Cajun Craze 
 

 
 
Front Layered insert: 
Lemon Lime Twist Cardstock – 3” x 4 ½” 
Very Vanilla Cardstock – 2 ¾” x 4 ¼” 
Stamp ‘you’re in my thoughts…’ in Cajun Craze and the leaves in Lemon Lime Twist 
 
Inside Bookmark: 
Very Vanilla Cardstock – 2” x 4 ½” 
Punch with the Scalloped Tag Topper 
Stamp the Isaiah 41:10 (it is a very close fit and one period will be left off) and some leaves in Lemon Lime Twist 
Cut a 5” piece of Lemon Lime Twist Ombre Ribbon and loop it through the top of the bookmark. Place it inside of the 
pocket to make sure it is not too long…adjust as needed. 
 

    



 
 Front Daisies:  

Very Vanilla Cardstock – 2 ¾” x 2 ¾” (2) 
Stamp the daisy in Cajun Craze (stamp off once before you stamp on the cardstock).  
Punch out with the Daisy Punch 
 
Adhere the two daisies together and adhere to the card with a Stampin’ Dimensional. Add a gold Faceted Gem. 
 

 
 
 


